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Abstract
In this paper we give both operational and abstract concurrent semantics for the
  calculus a process algebra with the ability of handling channels as messages 
and discuss their consistency For the operational semantics we map the language
into graph rewriting systems which are already equipped with a concurrent seman 
tics 	
 for the abstract semantics we introduce interleaving partial ordering
and mixed ordering observations dene the corresponding bisimulation relations
and discuss them
  Introduction
The   calculus is a process algebra with the ability of handling channels or
names as messages thus modeling agents able to change their neighbor 
hood  The   calculus has recently raised considerable interest also outside
the process algebra community for both theoretical and practical reasons In
fact name passing is enough for simulating higher order concurrent calculi 	
Furthermore name passing and higher order capabilities are instrumental in
making formal the basic concepts of common paradigms like object oriented
programming 

A truly concurrent or simply concurrent semantics of a concurrent lan 
guage aims at expressing in addition to input output behavior and temporal
dependencies other informations like causal dependencies of actions and spa 
tial distribution of systems The extra knowledge can be useful and sometimes
essential in faster and more thorough specication testing and validation
Moreover a concurrent semantics intends to put on formal grounds issues 
like the amount of parallelism available in a program  that while of clear
practical relevance would otherwise be considered as implementation details
and would be ineable in formal terms
 
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This work aims at extending to the   calculus certain techniques for den 
ing concurrency already experimented in other process algebras like CCS and
at drawing conclusions in terms of the resulting expected or desired semantics
Several dierent notions are often designated as concurrent semantics Op 
erational concurrent models are transition systems equipped with a notion of
abstract computation Abstract computations are equivalence classes of com 
putations with the intended meaning that a class contains all the executions
in dierent order or in parallel of the same concurrent events
Recent results show that operational models can be built axiomatically
in a systematic way for a variety of formalisms like Petri nets  phrase
structure grammars term 	 and graph  rewriting systems  calculus 
Horn clauses  Usually abstract computations have a precise meaning for
instance they are syntactic derivation trees in the case of context free string
grammars and nonsequential processes  in the case of Petri nets In the
case of process algebras direct axiomatization is not easy equivalence of
computations is usually dened either directly via the residual method 
or indirectly by mapping the calculus into one of the concurrent formalisms
above typically Petri nets 
Abstract models introduce a notion of observation Observations are used
to dene equivalence of states and agents typically via bisimulation When a
concurrent semantics is sought computations rather than transitions must be
observed since the causes of an event must be recovered in the past Alter 
natively a larger transition system can be dened where a state contains the
past computation or an abstraction of it The latter technique which we will
refer to as the unfolding approach has been introduced for causal trees 	
and later employed for locality based semantics 
 Direct observation of com 
putations leads to the same results  with the advantage of employing the
same transition system for several dierent possibly related observations
Abstract models do not explicitly reveal parallelism of agents However a
language can be equipped with both an operational and an abstract semantics
to fulll both needs Of course there is a natural notion of consistency between
the two semantics two computations corresponding to the same abstract
computation must have the same observation
The   calculus has often been informally explained  in term of the
chemical analogy of CHAM  which implies a concurrent understanding of
the model and in terms of graph reduction  However only recently
the concurrent semantics of the   calculus has been studied in detail 
In  Sangiorgi extends to the   calculus the locality based approach of 

The interesting observation is that the mechanism employed by the ordinary
  calculus to keep trace of the identity of names is similar to the one used
in 
 to identify abstract locations In  Boreale and Sangiorgi extend the
above result to the causality based approach As it should be clear from the
discussion their approach is abstract and unfolding based according to our
classication
In this paper we give both operational and abstract concurrent semantics
for the   calculus and discuss their consistency For the operational semantics

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we follow the approach of mapping the language into a model of computation
equipped with a concurrent semantics The model we choose is graph rewriting
based on the double pushout approach 
There are several reasons to choose graph rewriting as our metalanguage
One general reason is that graph rewriting and term graph rewriting look now
very promising from several points of view for modeling reduction processes
in particular optimal reduction Another reason is that graph rewriting sys 
tems naturally extend Petri nets and CHAM in their ability of describing
distributed systems In fact nets are just rewriting systems where a state is
a case or a marking ie a set or multiset of places and rewriting rules are
transitions If we consider labelled graphs then markings are exactly repre 
sented by discrete graphs ie graphs with no arcs and up to isomorphism
For instance the multiset a   b is represented by the discrete graph with
ve nodes two of them labelled by a and the remaining three labelled by b
The additional information in non discrete graphs is essentially the adjacency
relation between arcs and nodes in our case it will be very useful in modeling
the agents vs names relation in the   calculus
There are more specic technical advantages in favor of double pushout
graph rewriting The main one is that all the constructions in that approach
are dened via universal diagrams which identify the results only up to iso 
morphism When nodes are names and arcs are agents up to isomorphism
essentially means up to alpha conversion Thus graphs can be seen as nor 
mal forms for axioms like alpha conversion associativity and commutativity
of parallel composition and others More interestingly a rewriting step on
graphs can naturally create new nodes ie new names in our case The
issue of the identity of a new item in the next derivation steps is directly
taken care of by the basic denitions of graph rewriting without resorting to
unnecessary innite branching as it is the case in the ordinary denition of
the   calculus Finally concurrent aspects of double pushout graph rewriting
have already been considered in the pioneering work by Ehrig and Kreowski
in the late seventies Only recently however most concurrency theory avail 
able for Petri nets has been extended to graph rewriting systems including
Winskel constructions of event structures and prime algebraic domains 
extended by  Also the categorical model of computation of  with
its characterization of arrows as Petri processes has been extended by 
The version of the   calculus we consider does not contain nondeterministic
sum and has a form of replication limited to the input prex However our
replication construct is powerful enough to express guarded recursion with
multiple declarations which in turn can implement guarded sums We also
omit matching The advantage is that our restricted version of   calculus can
be given an operational semantics using only nonconditional rewriting rules
which makes discussion and examples simpler
An interesting result is as follows The operational semantics above re 
quires production schemata However we can show that if a particular agent
is considered only a nite number of graph productions is required In com 
parison only CCS agents without restriction can be mapped into nite Petri

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nets  the mapping is not possible in general  The additional power
we have here is due to the superior ability of graphs in handling names
As we mentioned before once mapped into a graph rewriting system   
calculus can be given an operational concurrent semantics using known re 
sults  The resulting notion of parallelism is rather interesting For instance
the agent
P  yxy	 j yv	 j zy	
has two subagents xy	 and zy	 both able to create the same new global name
In our semantics they are allowed to extrude in parallel This is not the case
in the semantics of  which forces a sequentialization instead
 
 The middle
subagent yv	 needs to wait until y has been extruded If both previous
subagents did it in our semantics the third subagent picks up nondeterminis 
tically the causal dependency of either of them As another example consider
the agent
P  ivror	
which can receive on a global channel i an unbound number of inputs in
parallel To each input it causally follows the extrusion of a new name on
another global channel o Every event in a pair is in general concurrent with
every event in any other pair Only when the value of an input corresponds
to the value of a previous output the two events are sequentialized
When considering the abstract semantics we introduce three dierent ob 
servations interleaving partial ordering and mixed ordering Then an or 
dinary bisimulation relation is dened on agents which is independent from
the observation We emphasize that the standard process algebra theory and
tools can be applied at this point
As expected the equivalence induced by interleaving observations is the
ordinary early observational equivalence Mixed ordering observations pro 
duce an equivalence ner than both interleaving and partial ordering The
surprising result here is that for the   calculus the partial ordering observa 
tion does not induce a ner equivalence than the interleaving observation as
it is the case  for CCS but rather an incomparable equivalence The
above result becomes relevant when we notice that partial ordering observa 
tions are consistent with the operational concurrent semantics we dened via
graph rewriting while both interleaving and mixed ordering observations are
not
 
As discussed in the conclusions we believe to be able to express the alternative semantics
of  with little eort We do not see instead how our more parallel semantics could be
easily modeled in the style of  We thank Davide Sangiorgi for showing us this example
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 Syntax and operational semantics
 Syntax and ordinary semantics
Given an innite set of names N a b     x y z  N  the   calculus agents
over N are dened by the syntax
P  P j P
 
jP

j xP j 	
where the prexes  are dened by the syntax
  xy j xy j xy
The occurrences of y in xyP  xyP and yP are bound free and bound
names are then dened as usual we indicate with fnP  and bnP  the free
names and the bound names of P respectively
The actions an agent can perform are dened by the following syntax
   j xy j xy j xz
x and y are free names of  whereas z is a bound name fn and bn are
respectively the free and bound names of  and n  fn  bn
The transitions are dened by the axiom schemata and the inference rules
of Table 
OUT xyP
xy
P IN xyP
xz
Pfzyg IN xyP
xz
xyP jPfzyg
PAR
P
 
P
 
P jQ
 
P
 
jQ
if bn  fnQ   COM
P
xy
P
 
Q
xy
Q
 
P jQ

P
 
jQ
 
CLOSE
P
xy
P
 
Q
xy
Q
 
P jQ

yP
 
jQ
 

if y  fnQ RES
P
 
P
 
xP
 
xP
 
if x  n
OPEN
P
xy
 P
 
yP
xz
 P
 
fzyg
if x  y z  fnyP
 

Table 	 Ordinary operational semantics
We have omitted the symmetric rules for PAR COM and CLOSE These
transitions dene an early operational semantics for the   calculus this version
was rst introduced in 
 but we have slightly simplied it following in part
the style proposed in 	 for polyadic   calculus
Example   A possible computation of a   calculus agent P is the following
P  wzxyzy	 j xwzv	
xw
 zxyzy	 j zv	
xx
 zxyzy	 j zx	 j zv	

 zxyzy	 j 	 j 	
Denition    A relation R over agents is an early simulation i given
PRQ

whenever P
 
P
 
with bn  fnPQ   then Q
 
Q
 
and P
 
RQ
 


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KL R
DG H
  
 
  
l
r
d b
k
g
h
p 
PO PO
Fig 	 A double pushout diagram
Relation R is an early bisimulation i R and R
 
are early simulations Two
agents P and Q are early bisimilar P 
e
Q i PRQ for some early bisimu 
lation R
 Graph rewriting systems
The graphs we consider here are rather labelled hypergraphs ie their hy 
perarcs connect not necessarily a pair of nodes but a tuple of them Moreover
arcs are typed ie there exists a labelling function from the arcs to a set of
arc types we assume that each arc type has a xed rank indicating how many
nodes must be connected to an arc of such type A morphism between two
graphs is then a pair of functions between nodes and arcs of the two graphs
which respect connections and arc types
A production p  L
l
K
r
R is characterized by a pair of injective graph
morphisms l and r having as source the gluing graph K and as destination the
graphs L and R respectively they are named left hand and right hand side of
the production
The role of the gluing graph K and of the two morphisms is to identify the
part of the left hand side L which is preserved by the rule namely the image
of K in L which becomes the image of K in R This part can be understood
as being read but not consumed during a rewriting step In the concurrent
semantics of graph rewriting two rule applications sharing no elements or
only elements in their gluing graphs can be applied in parallel ie readers
can proceed in parallel while a reader and a writer or two writers must be
sequentialized The ability of distinguishing between reading and consuming
resources rather than between permanent and consumable resources as in
linear logic gives a particularly expressive power to graph rewriting In this
work gluing graphs will contain both processes to be replicated and infor 
mation about names being unrestricted which once established can be used
several times
In order to apply a production p  L
l
K
r
R to a graph G yielding H in
brief G	
p
H there must be an occurrence of L in G ie a graph morphism
g  L  G and H must be the graph obtained as the result of the double 
pushout construction of Figure  where all arrows are graph morphisms
We now comment on the double pushout construction which is the core
of the approach

 Let us assume we have chosen a production p and an

The double	pushout is a general construction for rewriting systems
 changing the base
category it can be used to describe rewritings in structures dierent than graphs eg if
the category of labelled sets is used as base a double	pushout diagram corresponds to a

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R
 
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n
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n
R
n
G

D
 
G
 
G
n 
D
n
G
n
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     
 


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 
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 
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 
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 
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n
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 
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 
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 
g
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h
n
p
 
 p
n

p p p p p
Fig  A graph derivation
occurrence in the given graph of the left hand side L ie we have xed
the morphism g The rst step is to construct the pushout complement D
with the two morphisms k and d Informally one has to cover graph G with
two subgraphs L and D whose intersection is K It is possible to show that
this is possible if and only if i morphism g is injective when restricted to
L  lK ie consumption is resource conscious and ii if a node of G is
in gL lK ie it is consumed so are all the arcs connected to it this is
necessary to avoid dangling arcs in D Moreover the result is unique up to
isomorphism Once D ie the part of the graph not aected by the rule is
available then the result H can be simply obtained by taking the union of D
and of the right hand side R with the proviso that elements in the image of
K are identied Again the result is unique up to isomorphism
A graph rewriting system is then characterized as consisting of a set of
productions and of an initial graph A derivation G

	

G
n
is a sequence of
double pushouts as schematized in Figure 
 Concurrent operational semantics
In this section we introduce our representation based on graph rewriting of
  calculus agents and of their evolution Names will be nodes while arcs
will be sequential processes and pebbles In an agent sequential processes
will correspond to unguarded occurrences of subagents of the form S  P
which are called sequential agents A pebble is a special arc of rank one and
expresses the fact that the node it is connected to is an unrestricted name
In order to denote the graph corresponding to a whole agent we need to
introduce a rened notion of graph and certain operations on graphs They
are essentially the same of the CHARM abstract machine  which moreover
is equipped with an axiomatization of graphs and of the double pushout con 
struction In this work we have chosen not to introduce the CHARM machine
and to refer to the more intuitive graph constructions
Partially abstract graphs have a specied subgraph called the global part
where nodes and arcs keep their identities while the rest of the graph the local
part which is not necessarily a subgraph is dened only up to isomorphism
A partially abstract graph can be understood as an ordinary graph simply by
removing the distinction between global and local part
In our case the global part will consist only of nodes corresponding to free
names while the local part will model the rest The identity of a node in the
transition of a PT Petri Net or more generally of a Contextual Petri Net 

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global part will just be the corresponding name
To each arc is assigned a label or type which is something similar to a se 
quential process More precisely given an arc corresponding to the sequential
process S its associated type is dened as
bSc  Sf
x
 
     
x
n
g
where fx
i
g  fnS and 
 is a special mark The rank of bSc will be the
number of marks in it Pebbles will all have the same type of rank one
The base graphs we will use are i the graph without arcs and nodes
denoted by 	 ii the graph consisting of a global node x and a pebble on it
denoted by x iii the graph corresponding to the sequential agent S It has
as global nodes all the free names of S and just one arc with the associated
type bSc of S The arc has as many connections as there are occurrences of

 in bSc The ith connection binds node x i the ith occurrence

of 
 in bSc
is an occurrence of name x in S This graph will be denoted by S
The following operations are dened over graphs

composition G  G
 
  G

 graph G is obtained by coalescing graphs G
 
and G

 where the global nodes of G
 
and G

with the same identity are
identied

restriction G  x
 
     x
n
G
 
 graph G is the same as G
 
 but nodes fx
i
g
if any now become local

substitution G  G
 
fx
 
y
 
     x
n
y
n
g where y
i
are all distinct this oper 
ation changes the identity of the global nodes y
i
of G
 

We now dene inductively how to map   calculus agents into partially
abstract graphs
Denition   The unwinding function from agents to partially abstract
graphs is dened by induction over the structure of agents as follows
unwP P
unwP
 
jP

 unwP
 
  unwP


unwxP  xunwP 
unw	 	
Partial graphs will be useful in dening the productions below However
the states of the system will be represented simply by graphs in order to apply
the ordinary theory of double pushout graph rewriting The initial state of
the computation will be represented as follows
Denition   The graph corresponding to the   calculus agent P and to
the name tuple M  hx
 
     x
n
i where the names in M are all distinct and
contain fnP  is the ordinary graph unwP  x
 
    x
n
 we will denote
this graph by G
M
P

Example   The graph corresponding to agent P  wzxyzy	 j

The occurrences of the free names of S must be ordered in some xed way eg corre	
sponding to the anticipate traversal of the term

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


y


y	
 







v	
 




r
r
r
 
   







 



xyzy	
 



xwzv	
 




x
z
w
r
r
r




Fig  The graph for agent P  wzxyzy j xwzv of Example 	
OUT xyP 
x
unwP  y
IN	 xyP 
x
yunwP  y IN xyP 
xz
unwP fzyg
IN	 
xyPx
yunwP  y IN 
xyPxz
unwP fzyg
SYNC xzP  xyQunwP  unwQfzyg
SYNC xzP 
xyQ
unwP  unwQfzyg
Table  Graph productions for the   calculus
xwzv	 of Example  and to the global name x is represented in Fig 
ure  on the left we show the graph as we dened it while on the right we
see a more handy representation which we will use from now on
The productions for the   calculus are dened by the production schemata
of Table  They have the form I 
C
O If we instantiate in a production
schema the agent variables P and Q then I C and O are three partially
abstract graphs They dene a graph production p  L
l
K
r
R with K 
C   gI L  I  K and R  O  K being gG the global nodes of G and
where the morphisms are the obvious inclusions
We now comment on the productions in Table  There is one rule of out 
put In order to apply it two resources are needed the agent xyP and the
pebble x which makes sure that x is unrestricted the former is consumed
and the latter is read As we mentioned in the introduction we treat all out 
puts as extrusions and thus the pebble y is always added to the resulting
graph Notice that the agent P is transformed into a graph by the unwinding
function and thus its distributed structure is made explicit Input rule IN
works quite the same way except that now a new node y is created and used to
accommodate the extra connection of P  Rule IN accounts for the possibility
of inputing a name z which already exists Notice that it must be unrestricted
Finally synchronization rule SYNC does not require any context The remain 
ing rules just duplicate the rules for input and synchronization in the case the
input prex involved is the one with replication The only dierence is that
the input agent appears in the gluing graph of the production ie it is read
but not consumed

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Example   In Figure 
 we see the same computation of Example  now
represented as a three step double pushout graph derivation to represent how
arcs and nodes of two graphs are related by a morphism we have let them
occupy the same positions in the squares containing the two graphs In the
rst step an instantiation of OUT is used xwzv	
x
zv	  w notice
how going from graph G

to graph G
 
 the context arc x which is present in
K
 
 is unchanged the arc S

 xwzv	 present only in L
 
 is removed and
the new arcs S

 zv	 and w all present only in R
 
 are created the arc
S
 
 xyzy	 nally is not involved in the rewriting In the second step
IN is applied 
xyzyxx
 
zy	fx
 
yg notice that graph morphism g

is
not injective since the same global name x and its pebble is used as both
the subject x in the rule and the object x
 
 of the input In the third step
an instantiation of rule SYNC is used zv	  zy	 	
Once mapped into a graph rewriting system   calculus can be given an
operational concurrent semantics using known results We now shortly de 
scribe them As explained in the introduction the aim is to dene suitable
equivalence classes of computations In the double pushout approach compu 
tations are diagrams in some category of graphs A rst obvious equivalence is
thus to dene derivations only up to isomorphism This abstraction essentially
corresponds in our case to allow alpha conversion for the names employed in
a computation
A second quotient is obtained by applying the shift construction due to
Ehrig and Kreowski  Given a diagram corresponding to a two step deriva 
tion where the applied productions are sequential independent  ie the im 
ages in the intermediate graph of the right hand side of the rst production
and of the left hand side of the second overlap at most on the images of the
gluing graphs  the shift construction builds a unique diagram where the
two productions are applied in the reverse order Derivations which can be
obtained by repeated application of the shift construction are shift equivalent
Detailed analysis shows that the two abstractions can be combined without
harm only in the case of safe systems ie when all the graphs which can be
generated have no endomorphisms dierent from the identity However also
in the general case a fully satisfactory category can be built by restricting in
a suitable way the notion of isomorphism between derivations 
It is interesting to realize that the arrows of this category can be char 
acterized as graph processes  The construction which given a derivation
builds its associated graph process is rather intuitive It rst builds a common
graph by taking the colimit of the diagram corresponding to the derivation
and then adds as many events as steps in the derivation with the obvious
causal links In Denition  we present essentially this construction but
without using colimits and already abstracting the result with respect to the
syntactic identity of agents
	
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Fig  A graph derivation for the agent P  wzxyzy j xwzv of
Example 	
 Finiteness
If we are interested in the evolution of a given agent we need only a nite
number of instantiations of the production schemata in Table 
Theorem   The evolution of any agent P can be described by a nite
rewriting system

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Proof 	Sketch
 The proof has two steps the rst shows that any sequential
process in a graph reachable from G
M
P
has the type of some subagent of P 
Thus the possible types are nite The second step shows that the productions
in Table  that can be applied to graphs with arcs typed on a nite set are
nitely many  
 Abstract concurrent semantics
 Observations
Derivations keep a lot of low level details and it is useful to extract from
them only the interesting information this is obtained by dening a set of
observations and an observation function that associates to every derivation
its meaning In this section we will consider particular observations that
are interesting for the study of the causal semantics of the   calculus other
aspects can be considered introducing other observations see the concluding
remarks
To each production p in Table  we associate a label lp indicating the ac 
tion it represents We have lOUT   output lIN  lIN  lIN 
lIN  input and lSY NC  lSYNC  tau Moreover we can dis 
tinguish a tuple of nodes cp of the right hand side of the production p
corresponding to the names involved in the action this tuple is empty for tau 
productions and is the subject object pair for input  and output productions
So cOUT   cIN  cIN  hx yi cIN  cIN  hx zi and
cSY NC  cSYNC  hi
Denition  Given a derivation D see Figure  with G

 G
M
P
 let us
consider the sets E  fe
 
     e
n
g where e
i
represents the event corresponding
to the i th derivation step and B  fha ii j a  jG
i
jg where jGj is the set
of arcs and nodes of the graph G The dependence relation v between events
and graphs elements is the smaller partial ordering such that the following
rules hold and  is an equivalence relation

a  jD
i
j implies hd
i
a i i  hb
i
a ii

a  jL
i
j implies hg
i
a i i v e
i


a  jR
i
j a  jr
i
K
i
j implies e
i
v hh
i
a ii

a  b v c  d implies a v d
The mixed ordering of D is dened as moD  hEv
E
 l cN si where

v
E
v E  E

 E  E is such that e
i
 e
j
i i  j

l  E  ftau input outputg is the labelling function le
i
  lp
i


c  E  N

is the connection function if cp
i
  hn
 
     n
m
i then ce
i
 
hhh
i
n
 
 ii

     hh
i
n
m
 ii

i

N  cE 
S
iE
ce
i


s is a partial function N N returning the syntactic identity of the global

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nodes of the initial graph shx 	ij

  x if x is a global node of G

 G
M
P
ie a node corresponding to a name of the tuple M
Moreover the total ordering of D is dened as toD  hE l cN si and
the partial ordering of D as poD  hEv
E
 l cN si
The structures above are considered up to isomorphism where an iso 
morphism between structures is a pair of isomorphisms between events and
between nodes that respects the orderings of the events the labelling and
connection functions and the identity of the global nodes
Let us comment on the construction For every step in the derivation an
event is generated Moreover nonintersecting copies of all the intermediate
graphs G
i
are created Items are then identied according to graph morphisms
and causal links are added from all the items in L
i
to the event e
i
and from it to
the items in R
i
rK
i
 Finally the causal relation is made transitively closed
and all arcs and unnecessary nodes are erased Each event is connected to the
nodes names appearing in the corresponding action The nodes which appear
also in the initial graph and which are global keep their syntactic identity
Besides information about the action performed partial ordering observations
contain only the causal ordering v while mixed ordering observations contain
also the total ordering  in which the events are generated Interleaving
observations contain only the latter
Since no production for the   calculus has isolated nodes in its left hand
side the nodes can be forgotten without losing any dependency between
events so in Denition  we can redene jGj as corresponding only to the
arcs of the graph G We use this version of the construction in the following
example
Example   In Figure  the dependence relation is represented correspond 
ing to the derivation of Figure 
 In Figure  we show the corresponding mixed
ordering notice that two names are involved and only one of them x has a
syntactic identity
 Observation equivalences
Given an observation function o on derivations we dene the usual bisim 
ulation relation on derivations and graphs which induces a corresponding
observation equivalence on agents We then apply the construction to the
previously dened observations mo to and po
Denition  Let o be an observation function over derivations a relation
R over derivations is an o simulation i given DRE where D  G 	

G
 
and
E  H 	

H
 


for all derivations D
 
 G 	

G
 
	 G
  
there is some derivation E
 
 H 	

H
 
	 H
  
with oD
 
  oE
 
 and D
 
RE
 

Relation R is an o bisimulation i R and R
 
are o simulations Two graphs
G and H are o bisimilar G 
o
H i G 	

GRH 	

H for some o 

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Fig  Mixed ordering observation for the derivation of Figure 
bisimulation R G	

G represents the zero steps derivation from G
By using the observations to mo and po of Denition  we obtain the
equivalences over graphs 
to
 
mo
and 
po
 From these we can derive the
corresponding equivalences over agents
Denition  Given two agents P and Q they are total ordering equivalent
resp partial ordering mixed ordering equivalent i for all tuples M that
contain the free names of P and Q G
M
P

to
G
M
Q
resp G
M
P

po
G
M
Q
 G
M
P

mo
G
M
Q

Proposition  The relations over agents 
to
 
po
and 
mo
are equiva 
lences  
Theorem  Given two agents P and Q P 
e
Q i P 
to
Q  
This theorem shows the correspondence between the ordinary early ob 
servational equivalence and the total ordering equivalence obtained with our
graph construction showing that this is an interleaving equivalence the proof
follows the style of  where two denitions of location equivalence are re 
lated
We can now discuss the resulting equivalences Of course the equivalence
based on mixed orderings is ner than the others In fact the more detailed
the observation the ner the equivalence The following examples show that

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the inclusion is strict and that interleaving and partial ordering equivalences
are incomparable
Theorem  Given two agents P and Q if P 
mo
Q then P 
to
Q and
P 
po
Q  
As one could expect there are interleaving bisimilar agents which arent
partial ordering bisimilar for instance consider the agents xxxx	 and
xx	jxx	
However the surprising fact is that the converse is also true ie it doesnt
hold that if P 
po
Q then P 
e
Q Let us consider the agents
P yzcxycy	 j cw ww	 j xzcz	
Qyzcxycy	 j cw ww	 j xz	
Both agents can extrude local names y and z by means of outputs xy and
xz However P can do an output on y or on z via synchronization over c
whereas Q can do the output only on y It is thus clear that after the two
extrusions P cannot interleaving simulate Q since no matter which is the
order of the extrusions there is one extruded channel on which Q cannot do
the output while P can If we consider the partial ordering semantics instead
the two names are extruded in parallel and are actually indistinguishable since
they have exactly the same history Thus no matter which is the channel used
by P  Q can match it


The interesting fact about partial ordering equivalence is that of the three
relations we considered it is the only one consistent with the concurrent op 
erational semantics we introduced in Subsection  In fact if we consider
the agent xx	jyy	 it is immediate to see that both its derivations leading
to 	j	 have the same partial ordering observation ie two concurrent output
events on the channels x and y Of course the two computations have dierent
interleaving and mixed ordering observations instead since the two events are
in a dierent total ordering in the two derivations On the other hand it is
easy to see that the two events are completely independent and thus the shift
construction and any other concurrent operational semantics we can think
of identies the two derivations Therefore interleaving and mixed ordering
abstract semantics assign dierent observations to derivations which are iden 
tied by the concurrent operational semantics Instead it is easy to see that
all the derivations identied by the concurrent semantics have the same partial
ordering observation This discussion makes clear that a concurrent abstract
semantics is not necessarily implementable in parallel for instance assigning
to every event a timestamp ie a distinctive number which increases with
time clearly assumes some centralized mechanism which is incompatible with

The example above is not a counterexample yet since P and Q are not even partial
ordering equivalent The actual counterexample follows the same concept
 the agents
P  yzacxyaacy j cw ww j xzavcz
Q yzacxyaacy j cw ww j xzav
are partial ordering equivalent but not interleaving equivalent

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a concurrent implementation This criticism applies to all the abstract concur 
rent semantics based on mixed orderings and in general to all the semantics
where the causalitylocality links include the temporal links We understand
this is the case also of 
 Concluding remarks
In the paper we presented operational and abstract concurrent semantics for
a simplied version of the   calculus Guarded sum matching and full repli 
cation require graph inference rules but little additional complexity is added
in particular Theorem  still holds Unguarded sum would require more
machinery instead in the line of  However as stated in the Introduc 
tion recursion and sum can be represented in our fragment in  Milner
shows how recursive denitions can be expressed with replication if we have
Ax
def
 P  we replace every recursive call Ay in P with the subagent ay	 a
is a new name obtaining an agent

P  so ax

P corresponds to Ax and if the
call Az appears is some agent it can be replaced with aaz	 j ax

P 
Similarly if Ax
def
 P  Q each call Az in an agent can be replaced by
aaz	 j ax

P j ax

Q so the call az can choose one of the compo 
nents

Pfzxg and

Qfzxg
Dierent concurrent semantics for the same language would also be pos 
sible On the more concurrent side we can think of relaxing the sequencing
power of prexes by allowing the unw function to decompose them More
interesting would be to try to decompose replication as well with the aim of
achieving a level of parallelism comparable with the concurrent semantics of
 calculus
On the less concurrent side we can eliminate the possibility of extruding
the same channel in parallel It is enough to introduce positive and negative
pebbles to mark both the globality and the non globality of names The
required changes are as follows
unwxP   xunwP    x
OUT xyP    y
x
unwP   y OUT xyP 
xy
unwP 
Dierent concurrent semantics can be obtained by changing the observa 
tions the semantics of  can be expressed by considering jGj in Denition 
as the set of the arcs of G corresponding to sequential processes so the de 
pendencies between events deriving from the pebbles are not considered Very
recently Degano and Priami 
 have proposed a parametric approach to the
concurrent semantics for the   calculus they have encoded the proofs of the
transitions in their labels and have dened various observation functions that
permit to consider various forms of dependencies in the   calculus We believe
that all these forms of dependencies can be dened in our context as well by
dening suitable observations over derivations the advantage of the observa 
tions in Denition  is that they have a general meaning ie they are not
specic for the   calculus Instead we think that the semantics presented in

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this paper which allows two processes to extrude the same name in parallel as
shown in the Introduction cannot be easily matched in the other approaches
In addition only our approach is equipped with an operational concurrent
semantics which makes explicit the amount of parallelism available
In this work we considered only early semantics for the   calculus but it
is not dicult to handle also the late case However if we want to keep the
ordinary bisimulation of CCS we employed here in contrast with the quite
elaborate notion used for ordinary late equivalence we need in a similar
fashion as  to split every input step into two parts the rst makes a
nondeterministic choice if any and the second chooses the input value
IN  xyP 
x
yP
IN yP yunwP   y IN yP 
z
unwP fzyg
However in order to keep the ordinary late semantics when the observation
is interleaving apparently it is necessary to force atomicity of the two parts
of any input step This condition is not required in the partial ordering case
which thus also in this case looks more natural
Our last comment is about a comparison of the mechanisms used by   
calculus and by double pushout rules to allow multiple use of the same re 
source ie replication and reading mode While the former is quite well
studied eg in the context of linear logic we believe that the latter is more
general In fact while a replicable resource must always be used in reading
mode so to say a non replicable resource can be either read or consumed at
will of its user Here we propose an extension we call ROPI for   calculus
with Replicating Output where a new output prex

xyP is introduced which
duplicates the input agent while synchronizing
SYNC

xzP 
xyQ
unwP   unwQfzyg
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